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Use a keyword research tool (AnswerThePublic, WordStream, RankIQ) or
predictive search functions on search engines like Google or Pinterest to
identify the keyword phrase you’re targeting for each post

Bath your keyword research - Decide ahead of time how many blog
posts you'll be creating and what dates you'll publish them

Identify the problem you’re solving for your audience

Decide on your call-to-action. It can be to buy a product, subscribe to
your newsletter, follow you on social media, etc.

Use subtitles

Plan to write short paragraphs

Use bullet points & lists in your post where applicable

Plan to add a table of contents at the top if it's a long post

1. Research

2. Get Clear on the Purpose of this Post

3. Outline - Outsource to a VA if Possible
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Use a 5th grade reading level when writing your post

Make sure you’ve covered your topic completely without repeating
yourself

Add an image toward the top of the post

Use 3-4 other images 

4. Write & Edit - Outsource if Possible

5. Include Media

Try to write at least 1,500+ words, or if you’re creating a more in-depth
post, aim for at least 3,000+ words

Proof-read to make sure grammar and spelling are correct

Add your strong call-to-action that aligns with your purpose for this
post

Make sure any images you use are legal

Check out websites like Unsplash, Pexels, and Kaboompics for
royalty-free images

You can also embed a video, podcast episode, or even an opt-in form
encouraging your readers to subscribe to your newsletter
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Use your keyword phrase in your post title, the first paragraph of the
post, and subheadings

Make sure you’ve used your keyword phrase multiple times in a
natural way that’s not “keyword stuffing”

Make sure it looks good on mobile + make sure all links work

Link this post inside other relevant posts on your website

6. Optimize for SEO

7. PUBLISH!!!

Use synonyms for your keyword 

Add keywords to your photo file names

Link to a few other relevant blog posts you’ve written

Promote on social media, to your email list, Pinterest, etc.

Link to at least one external website if it adds value

Use the free Yoast SEO plugin on WordPress to add a meta description + to
change the slug (the end of the post URL) to include your keyword phrase

Use RankIQ to optimize the post - Aim for an A++ score in the optimizer
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I hope this checklist helps you step up your content creation game and make
more high-quality content, much quicker!

If you found this workshop or these downloads helpful, will you please email
me your testimonial? It would mean the world to me :)

You can email me at support@notyourmomsgifts.com.

Reach out to me anytime you need support. 

I'm always here to help you!

Much love,

Thanks for joining!
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